In the aftermath of the Second World War, the Soviet Army Captain Victor Baldin brought to Moscow many artworks of the collection of the Kunsthalle Bremen (Bremen Art Museum). The dispute for the restitution of the so-called “Baldin Collection” is ongoing and has grown to one of the most debated cases between Germany and Russia.

I. Chronology; II. Dispute Resolution Process; III. Legal Issues; IV. Adopted Solution; V. Comment; VI. Sources.
I. Chronology

Ongoing dispute – Spoils of war

- During the Second World War, the entire collection of the Kunsthalle Bremen (Bremen Art Museum) was moved to the Castle of Karnzow near Berlin for safekeeping. It consisted of 50 paintings, 1,715 drawings and about 3,000 graphic prints. On 30 July 1945, the larger part of the collection, amounting to 362 drawings and two paintings, was taken by the Soviet Army Captain Victor Baldin. In 1947, Baldin brought this collection to the Schusev State Museum of Architecture in Moscow. The collection of artworks, which is commonly named after Baldin, consists of 362 great master drawings by artists including Rembrandt, van Gogh, Dürer, Rubens, Goya and Velázquez.

- In 1963, Baldin was appointed director of the Schusev State Museum of Architecture and began to campaign in the USSR for the return of the Collection to the Kunsthalle Bremen.

- In 1987, Baldin notified the Kunsthalle Bremen of the artworks’ location. Rumours arose that Prime Minister Boris Yeltsin would bring them back to Bremen on his next visit to Germany as a gesture of goodwill. However, the hopes of Baldin and the Bremen officials were not realized.

- On 9 November 1990, the Federal Republic of Germany and the former Soviet Union signed a Treaty on Good Neighbourliness, Partnership and Cooperation. Article 16(2) of the Treaty states that both parties “agree that lost or unlawfully transferred art treasures which are located in their territory will be returned to their owners or their successors.”

- Before a planned visit by Yeltsin in the spring of 1991, the Soviet Union’s final Minister of Culture, Nikolai Gubeni, requested for the Collection to be officially transferred in to the USSR’s possession and sent to the State Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg to undermine any possibility of its restitution. Later in 1991, the private “Kunstverein Bremen”
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issued a **catalogue** inventorying all dispossessed cultural property by the Kunsthalle Bremen as a result of World War II.9

- In the **spring of 1992**, the Bremen cataloguers were invited to view and identify the Collection at the Hermitage Museum10.

- On **18 November 1992**, the Hermitage Museum opened its exhibition “West European Drawings of XVI-XIX centuries from the Collection of the Kunsthalle Bremen”, including 130 items of the Baldin Collection11. Some drawings had never before been exhibited12. The exhibition then moved to Moscow (Museum of Decorative-Applied and Folk Arts) and was compiled within an impressive catalogue listing 138 drawings under the guidance of the Ministry of Culture, which further exposed the collection to public scrutiny13.

- On **16 December 1992**, the German and Russian Governments signed an **Agreement of Cultural Cooperation** confirming their commitment to return all cultural objects that were lost or unlawfully transferred into opposing territory to their rightful owners or their legal successors (Article 15)14.

- In **1993**, the **Bremen Protocol** was signed between Bremen officials and a Russian delegation that included the head of the Commission on Culture of the Supreme Council of the Russian Federation. The Protocol illustrated a plan for the restitution of the Kunsthalle Bremen property in exchange for a donation by the Kunsthalle of 10 paintings from the Baldin Collection as well as the financial support for the restoration of a 14th century **church in Novgorod**. This church, the Dormition of the Mother of God, was heavily destroyed at the time of the 1941 invasion by German bombings15. The Protocol also included a joint research venture to assess Russian cultural losses that incurred during the war16. The plan was approved by the then-Russian Minister of Culture17. However, the plan’s implementation was suspended when disagreements arose within Russia regarding the return of Germany’s cultural trophies.
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In the spring of 2002, negotiations regarding the Baldin Collection recommenced soon after 101 drawings and prints of the Kunsthalle Bremen Collection were returned from Moscow in exchange for panels from the Amber Chamber and a chest of drawers. Both countries announced the return of the Kunsthalle Bremen property on several occasions.

On 25 February 2003, the Russian Ministry of Culture signed an order “about the exclusion of the Baldin Collection from the Museum Fund.” One month later, on 12 March 2003, the State Duma adopted an appeal to prevent the return of the Collection unless compensation was provided. The appeal was reinforced on 25 March 2003 by a request sent by Nikolai Gubeni, the head of the Duma Committee on Culture and Tourism, to the Office of the Prosecutor General. The appeal called for the initiation of legal steps that would prohibit the Collection’s restitution. Though the Russian Ministry of Culture and the Prosecutor General agreed that a return to Germany would be subject to compensation, they could not agree on the validity of the Kunsthalle Bremen’s ownership claim.

From 2004 to 2006, presidential elections and changes in the Russian cabinet eclipsed the restitution issue. It only resurfaced in 2006 at a meeting between the then Russian Minister of Culture, Aleksandr Sokolov, and his German counterpart, Bernd Neumann, but no progress was made on the issue. As a consequence, the Baldin Collection remains in Russia.
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II. Dispute Resolution Process

Diplomatic Channel (Russia, Germany) – Negotiation – Ad hoc facilitator (“Forschungsstelle Osteuropa” headed by Wolfgang Eichwede)

- After the war, Victor Baldin informed the Kunsthalle Bremen of the Collection’s whereabouts and contacted several Soviet leaders in order to return the Collection to Germany. His efforts, however, remained unanswered. Russia initially denied the existence of the trophy art until the early 1990s. Later, Russia sought transparency, or in other words, “to openly show the world what had come into [its] collections as a result of the Second World War” by publishing a catalogue and displaying the artworks. When German cataloguers were invited to Russia to view the objects, a collaborative atmosphere seemed to have fostered between the two countries.

- Negotiations for the Collection’s return have been difficult due to internal disagreements within Germany and Russia on the issue. While the German government has insisted on affirming the unlawful possession of the drawings on the part of Russia and refused to enter into discussions regarding compensatory measures, the local authorities in Bremen have tried to find a compromise arrangement through their own initiative. By entering the Bremen Protocol, the Kunsthalle Bremen sought resolution with the Hermitage Museum on an institutional level.

- Russia experienced a similar divergence between the government’s approach and the position adopted by the State Duma and Museum directors. Whereas the Russian Ministry of Culture very early expressed the wish “to solve the problem of ownership of these works according to international law or by basis compensation and exchanges through bilateral or multilateral negotiations,” strong resistance against restitution materialized from the country’s parliament and museum directors. The government’s position regarded the trophy art as just compensation for the losses Russia sustained during the Second World War.

- It became clear that Russia, if anything, would only agree to the restitution of the Collection in exchange for money or other cultural property in return. In 1993, the then-Russian Minister of Culture had already stated “[t]he process of restitution of cultural treasures requires tolerance and compromise on both sides. Those things that should not be infringed are the law and the sense of historical justice.” The German government rejected...
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compensatory restitution, but Bremen would have accepted the compromise. In fact, Bremen had offered the Hermitage Museum financial and technical help with the restoration of the church of Novgorod that was heavily destroyed during the war. Moreover, it had suggested that some of the requested works could remain long-term at the Saint Petersburg museum. However, all proposals were dismissed by the German government.

- Negotiations became increasingly difficult as Russia’s approach toughened, following the implementation of the Cultural Valuables Law. Moreover, Russia had refused to accept the Bremen Protocol. Experts and diplomats recognized the negative impact of the Russian law on negotiations and warned the German government, but it was to no avail. A settlement had to be reached without triggering negative reactions from Russian nationalists. With a change in presidency of the Russian government in 2000, the Russian restitution policy seemed to become more promising for the cause of the Kunsthalle Bremen. Vladimir Putin’s several “gestures of goodwill,” intended to improve Russia’s relationship with Germany, would have been unconscionable under Boris Yeltsin’s presidency.

- Germany and Russia both benefitted from the experience of a knowledgeable facilitator, Wolfgang Eichwede, the head of the research institute “Forschungsstelle Osteuropa” of the Bremen University. Eichwede was involved in discussions between the Hermitage Museum and the Kunsthalle Bremen regarding the Baldin Collection as well as other property from the Kunsthalle. The University’s research institute studied the extent of the cultural property losses during the Second World War on both the German and Russian side. Eichwede also consulted with the Russian Ministry of Culture, with the permission of the German government and Bremen.

- Once again in October 2002, the German and Russian Ministries of Culture announced the possible return of the Baldin Collection on several occasions. The Russian Ministry of Culture even issued an order “about the exclusion of the Baldin Collection from the Museum.” However, nationalists led by Nikolai Gubenki, the former Minister of Culture and consistent opponent to the restitution of “trophy art”, interfered in the Ministers’ plans. The State Duma countered the Ministry’s order by appeal. In addition, Gubenki requested the Office of the Prosecutor General to challenge the legal validity of the Collection’s return.
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Finally, in 2005, the newly elected Russian Culture Minister, Alexander Sokolov, took an additional step backwards by announcing that any “prior expressed intention to return the collection to Germany had been premature” and that he opposed such a return.

At the time of this article, negotiations were still reported at a standstill.

III. Legal Issues

Ownership – Statute of limitations – State responsibility

- Characterized as a private “appropriation”, the Baldin Collection does not fall within the scope of the Russian Cultural Valuables Law. The Law only applies to cultural valuables that were transferred to Russia “pursuant to orders of the Soviet Army military command, the Soviet Military Administration in Germany, or instructions of other competent agencies of the USSR” (art. 4). Thus, the Russian law allows for the Collection’s return if desired by Baldin, the private appropriator of the artwork. When the case was introduced with the Prosecutor General of Russia, the Prosecutor contested the Kunsthalle Bremen’s claim to the Baldin Collection for insufficient evidence. Ownership was difficult to prove given that all relevant documents had been burned during the war. Regardless, Russia’s entitlement to the drawings is disputable considering the Hermitage Museum accepted the artwork under the awareness that they had been illicitly brought to Russia by Baldin. At the time, Gubenko declared that the drawings were ownerless property and that Victor Baldin brought them to Russia for safekeeping.

- Moreover, the Prosecutor General held that, in any case, any property right would be barred by the expiration of the statute of limitations. Thus, the Collection had become Russian property. This contention was highly opposed by the Ministry of Culture.

- As an additional matter, it must be acknowledged that it is difficult to discern whether Baldin had acted independently or under the command of the Soviet Army when taking the Collection. Baldin obtained the drawings while acting in his official capacity as Soviet Army Captain. As in a similar case regarding a series of church panels, Germany could raise the
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issue of the Russian State’s responsibility in the unlawful removal of the Collection. In other words, the German state could assert that Russia’s retention of its cultural property as reparation is illegitimate in view of: (i) Article 53 in connection with Article 56 of the Hague Convention of 1907; (ii) Article 4 of the Hague Rules of 1954; (iii) Article I(3) of the First Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954; and the bilateral treaties concluded by Germany and Russia in 1990 and 1992.

IV. Adopted Solution

Request denied

- To this day the Kunsthalle Bremen and the German government have been unsuccessful in obtaining the restitution of the Baldin Collection or in reaching any other compromise with the Russian Government or the Hermitage Museum.

V. Comment

- The Baldin Collection case is probably the most famous pending restitution claim regarding war spoils held in Russia. The great public attention surrounding the Baldin Collection has been criticized for being mainly due to “excessively hotheaded politicians.” In particular, Nikolai Gubenki proved to be successful throughout negotiations “in exploiting perfectly the Russian complex of humiliation after the loss of superpower status.”
- The dispute regarding the Baldin Collection is reminiscent of the case concerning the Bremen leaves collection (“Sammlung 101”), which reached a happy ending in April 2000. This collection of 101 drawings was also brought to Russia from the Castle of Karnzow by a Soviet
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officer. Like Baldin, this officer attempted to return the drawings to Germany. Unlike Russia, both officers were not interested in obtaining compensation for the relinquishment of the drawings. However, the Sammlung 101 Collection was delivered to the German Embassy in Moscow and thus in the German government’s possession, whereas Baldin deposited the Collection at a Russian State Museum. It seems that the increased exposure of the Baldin Collection to the public as well as institutional legal and practical obstacles preventing the exit of cultural property from a Russian State Museum have negatively influenced the Kunsthalle Bremen’s restitution claim.

- To support the necessary return of the country’s “national heritage”, German politicians have advanced concerns of national identity. According to Wolfgang Eichwede, Germany must compromise its request for a full restitution of the Collection: a “national heritage” comes about not merely through possession and ownership, but can also exist in flux and have its home beyond the borders of Germany. If the desire to communicate flows through this heritage, relinquishing the conventional demand for possession will be a worthwhile investment.

- A resolution in the Baldin case seems highly unlikely considering the Russian resistance against, and German persistence for, restitution. The situation may deteriorate if the parties should fail to adjust their positions. If the parties could manage to set aside legal entitlements and positional bargaining, and instead enter into an open and creative dialogue, they could find alternatives to the complete restitution of the Collection beneficial beyond any territorial considerations. For example, joint research projects could be launched in order to obtain more information on missing and found cultural property. Mutual exhibition programmes could enhance transparency of property recovered since the war and circulate awareness of each country’s national heritage. Similarly, Ekaterina Genieva of the All-Russia State Library for Foreign Literature, suggested that “a shared European community” may be created by the return of some reclaimed objects. Eichwede appeals to both sides: “Let us be open to new forms of exchange that treat cultural assets not as trophies but as a shared opportunity.”
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